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Madam Chair, distinguished delegates, ladies and gentlemen,



Global funding overview in 2021

$9.152 billion
Final budget

$5.669 billion
Funding gap 62%

$3.484 billion
Funds available 38%Tightly earmarked 9%

Earmarked 20%

Softly earmarked 4%

Un-earmarked 5%

as of 2 July 2021
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As of 2 July, UNHCR is 38 per cent funded for 2021 with US$3.484 billion estimated funds available. This figure includes fresh contributions along with other funds available. At this point we have raised $848 million (29%) more than we had on this date in 2020, thanks to more timely support this year from many of our top donors.So far, less than a third (26 per cent) of the contributions received for this year is flexible, out of which 14 per cent is unearmarked funding.  By the second quarter of 2021, the private sector had contributed $249 million in income, with $138 million in Individual Giving (55%) and $111 million in Private Partnerships and Philanthropy (45%), which is over $5 million more than what was recorded at the same time last year. At the end of June, Europe and Asia are the leading regions in terms of their share of the Private Sector’s total global income and the three best performing private sector income markets are Spain, Japan and the Republic of Korea.  On the private sector fundraising side, COVID-19 still poses one of the most pressing challenges. The economic consequences of the pandemic have an impact on existing and potential new donors. However, donor solidarity is still extensive and funding toward alleviating the pandemic’s effects rampant. As an example, in 2020 around $44.4 million of PPH income was allocated to the coronavirus emergency, and in Q2 2021 it has so far only reached $5.2 million. However, as the majority of PPH donors are headquartered in the West, which is likely to begin reopening and recovering from the pandemic at the end of the year, it will be important to continue highlighting the burden on developing countries and refugees as their recoveries will likely take much longer.   More on COVID consequences on PSP:The pandemic implied the curtailing of face to face (F2F) operations in most countries in Q1-Q2 2020, with some operations being able to resume during Q3. However, these activities have still not returned to full capacity.  PSP offices and national partners reacted with agility to reallocate resources to other areas. Performance in other channels such as DRTV, direct mail and digital marketing were increased. The pandemic has continued to evolve in different levels of intensity in different regions and the lockdowns continue to limit our capacity to implement Face to Face programmes, the main driver of individual donor acquisition in UNHCR. However, increased investments and good performance of digital channels and direct mail are keeping our individual giving programme on track so far in 2021.     The pandemic will continue to have an impact on giving and the way we will continue to engage with individuals, companies and foundations in support of refugees. It remains to be seen whether the surge in international solidarity resulting from the pandemic will be sustained in 2021, and key determining factors in this context include UNHCR’s efforts to strengthen its brand and visibility, as well as to steward the donors who contributed to the COVID-19 response to transform them into loyal long-term partners. COVID-19 has shifted fundraising priorities but has also helped to provide new angles to approach private partnerships and philanthropy (PPH) donors. Growth in income from corporate partners, foundations and private philanthropy is largely attributed to the development of new partnerships and strengthening of certain giving modalities, such as gifts in-kind (GIK). So far in 2021, a big private partnerships and philanthropy (PPH) income driver is from new partners like the Famine Relief Fund and the Mastercard Foundation. This trend was likewise observed in 2020 when nearly half of larger PPH donors were new donors including GAP, Sony Corporation and Banco Itau. Significant attention is continuously given to the stewardship of existing partners as they remain UNHCR’s biggest private sector donors overall. 



Flexible funding report
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We have released a report on Flexible Funding that you can find on Global focus. On this Sankey diagram, you can see where the flexible funding - unearmarked and softly earmarked contributions - supported field operations last year. The largest portion of these funds, by a wide margin, went to basic needs and essential services, followed by logistics and operations support.We cannot stress enough the importance of timely, flexible and predictable funding:It allows UNHCR to deliver on its core mandate and greatly facilitates our ability to have a greater impact with limited resourcesIt is vital in allowing UNHCR to implement core thematic priorities that, although central to its mandate, receive little to no earmarked funding.It also strengthens decision-making bodies which include key stakeholders such as affected and refugee-hosting States and donors, by supporting management systems and the use of cost-efficient tools, as well as reducing the amount of resources spent on grant-specific administrationLastly, flexible funding enables UNHCR to plan strategically across its operations and manage its resources more efficiently and effectively.In 2020, UNHCR received $1.377 billion in flexible funding—$661.2 million unearmarked and $715.5 million softly earmarked. This was 29% of the total contributions received in 2020. This was an invaluable demonstration of support and predictability.



Flexible funding report: Mozambique
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In Mozambique, flexible funding—in particular softly earmarked funding—was vital to the Cabo Delgado IDP emergency response. UNHCR established a Protection Cluster in the north to respond to the IDP crisis and, in coordination with its partners and other actors, contributed to an improved protection environment, a reduction in the risk of gender-based violence, and the provision of core relief items to tens of thousands of households. COVID-19 awareness was a major part of the response, with thousands of IDPs and members of the host community helped with awareness raising campaigns and health services in Maratane refugee camp, which was also supplied with essential medicines, PPE, and an isolation facility. Flexible funding was also particularly useful in allowing UNHCR to provide legal services to IDPs who lost their identity documents while fleeing the violence - in total, over 3,000 IDPs obtained renewed identity documents. More case studies and regional breakdowns are available in the report. Softly earmarked funding is notably used in countries affected by emergency situations. I would like to highlight a few underfunded situations.



Venezuela situation (31%)South Sudan situation (23%) COVID19 situation (27%)

Afghanistan situation (27%) DRC situation (31%) Iraq situation (19%)

Underfunded situations
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I would note that that the UNHCR COVID19 response, currently 27% funded against $924M needs, while needs remain significant.Funding shortfalls meant that only 27% of refugees in the region of East and Horn of Africa and the Great Lakes were able to access distance learning programmes during the prolonged school closures. Lack of water, sanitation and hygiene facilities in schools continues to hinder school re-openings and the safe return of refugee students. In some locations over 400 children used a single handwashing point.Other situations where funding is of concern: South Sudan situation (23% against $713m)DRC situation (31% against $347m)Afghanistan situation (27% against $337m)Venezuela situation (31% against $299m)Iraq situation (19% against $402m)In the DRC, due to lack of funding, UNHCR’s shelter assistance capacity has shrunk to 10% of the assistance capacity in 2020). The budget for protection monitoring was reduced by 40% compared to 2020, which led to the removal of 27 protection monitor positions and reduced the number of mobile teams from 5 to 3. UNHCR’s budget to reinforce community-led protection activities was also reduced by 57% compared to 2020, impacting over 1 million persons 



#EverySecondCounts
• UNHCR’s third Global Ramadan 

campaign raised over 
$10.6 million

• The campaign was rolled out in 
27 countries in Asia, Africa, 
Europe and North America
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Your seconds of kindness in Ramadan have multiplied into a full year of support to more than 11,700 displaced families UNHCR’s third Global Ramadan campaign raised over $10.6 million (80% of which is Individual Giving). This is a growth of $2 million compared to 2020, and more than $6 million compared to 2019. The campaign was rolled out in 27 countries in Asia, Africa, Europe and North America and all PSP markets reported that the public response to the campaign has been positive to very positive, where many people were leaving prayer comments and messages of empathy and compassion with refugees. In MENA alone, the campaign reached digitally 20 million people and gathered 9 million Interactions and 41 million video views UNHCR is the most discussed humanitarian agency amongst peers during Ramadan. Discussions of Ramadan with references to humanitarian actors were mainly centered on four actors: UNHCR, WFP, Islamic Relief and Human Appeal. With a marginal difference in the share of voice amongst the top four actors, other actors are closely trailed UNHCR. The percentage difference between UNHCR and WFP, for example, is only 4%. 



Aiming Higher
• A new campaign calling on the 

private sector to fund refugee 
scholarships and bridge a 
funding gap of $23 million by 
2023

• Contributes to UNHCR’s target 
to enroll 15% of refugees in 
higher education by 2030

• The campaign has raised over 
$5.63 million since launch
December 2020
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A new campaign calling on the private sector to fund refugee scholarships (UNHCR’s Refugee Scholarship Programme - DAFI)  and bridge a funding gap of $23 million by 2023. Launched on 14 December 2020 to mark the 70th anniversary of UNHCR, Aiming Higher enables talented refugees to access higher education by funding their scholarships for university and technical skill training. This investment will contribute to UNHCR’s target of supporting 9,200 talented young refugees with full scholarships by 2023. Expanding access to tertiary and secondary education is central to enhancing refugee self-reliance. And it is the first step in closing the gap between learning and earning.Currently, only 3% of refugees have access to higher education.  UNHCR’s target by 2030 is to enrol 15% of refugees in higher education programs and to achieve equitable gender representation. The current budget for the programme for the campaign duration (2021 – 2023) is $75M. Government and private funding contributions for this period are $52M (69%) leaving a funding gap of $23M to reach the projected target of 9200 scholars enrolled and studying at any one time. Aiming Higher has raised over $5.63 million since launch in December 2020 with an additional $5.4 million in the pipeline. Early indications show strong donor interest from individual (IG) donors who have contributed 24.9% of the income to date. Notably, Italy has raised $579,000 from individual donors.Donations from high level donors include a Dutch company CTP, $900K and anonymous Dutch donors who donated $900K; BNP Paribas, $925K, and Hikma, $545K. Over the next three years Aiming Higher will engage corporates, foundations and individuals to reach the target.  
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Want to thank you all for your support in amplifying our messaging around World Refugee Day on 20 JuneThis year we focused on humanizing the big pictureAnd we for examples had a Refugee Advisory board helped us throughout development, design and execution of our communicationsSolutions and clear messages: throughout our WRD communications, we highlighted the role of solutions and the role of governments, development actors, civil society and private sector partnership. We featured several strong solutions-centered stories and videos to balance out the stark numbers and emergencies highlighted by the GTR. 



Refugee athletes in Olympics and Paralympics
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBpNSeGwyEAFinally, I want to draw your attention to the upcoming Olympics and Paralympics.  It is the second time that the IOC Refugee Olympic Team participates in this sporting event and we have 29 refugee athletes that we hope you also will be cheering for. We also have eight athletes in the Refugee Paralympic Team. We are extremely proud of their achievements and want to end with a video about the journey some of these refugee athletes have gone through.�VIDEO - The Journey (all versions)Olympians and Paralympians are the most extraordinary athletes on the planet. But the Refugee Olympic and Paralympic team athletes have a story like no other.��“The Journey” tells the story of a refugee woman who has to flee her home to escape conflict, hardship and danger. Her arduous journey to freedom isn’t an easy one, and her life is constantly on the line. But eventually, having reached safety, she stops running away from something and starts running towards something; A medal.



THANK YOU 
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